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Manual dethatching rakes

Lawn thawing can be crucial to keeping your grass and soil healthy. Even if you mow and do everything necessary for your lawn, thatch can build up. Over water and over fertilization, excess inches can be caused. Loosening removes the thick layer of dead plant material (inches). It allows air, water and
nutrients to reach your plants and soil again. Dethatching also lets your lawn drain better. By learning why thawing is important, as well as when and how to thaw, it will be easier to keep your lawn healthy. Why is discouragingly important? Thatched roof is a mixture of dead and living plant material that
collects at the base of grass. A small amount of gate is actually beneficial. It only becomes a problem when inches build up. Thatched roof is thick and prevents moisture and air from getting to your plants and soil. You'll start to see them reduced in color and strength. If the thatched roof builds up for too
long, it can not only kill your grass, but it will damage the soil. Once it damages the soil, even replanted grass will not thrive. A build-up of those can also be a nesting ground for insects. It can breed disease and mosquitoes if you do not thaw. When should you unpopl your lawn? As mentioned before, a
small amount of bag can be fine. Be sure to check your tecloth before deciding to thaw. You can do this by digging up a small amount of lawn grass and soil. Then measure your thumb. If your thumb is more than an inch, it's time to uncrew. However, like most lawn health initiatives, the timing should be
right. You should try to thaw your lawn around your grass's peak growth time. When your grass grows, it helps your lawn to recover from thawing faster. For cool season grasses, it's going to be early spring or early fall. For warm-season grasses, it is best to thaw in late spring through early summer. How
to thaw? The easy answer on how to thaw would be to hire a lawn care professional. Especially if your thumb is over 2 inches, hiring a professional might be best. A thick amount of bag often needs more than one thaw. If you want to do it yourself, there are a few different options and tools. Before you
start any of them, it's best to mow down your lawn. Manual Dethatching For manual thaw, all you need is a thawing racket. This method is best for a small amount of thatched roof on a small lawn. Power rake Similar to a mower, power rake digs into thatched roof on the ground and pulls it out. It is also
good for a small amount of size. You want to be careful because it can be destructive to your grass. It is best used on strong grass that it can take. Vertical mowers Vertical mowers, such as power shelves, pull the thatched roof from the ground. They take grass roots with it. Vertical cutters are good if you
have a thick thick from thatch. Regardless of which tool you choose to use, there are some aftercare needed. After you've finished unearthing, it's important to finish by racking up all the excess thatched roof on your lawn. Then water and fertilize your lawn thoroughly. Disadvantages of Dethatching Thatch
have very beneficial purposes. It only becomes harmful when too much builds up. The right amount of gate protects your plants from extreme temperatures. It also keeps moisture in the soil and prevents weeds. If you can keep your thumb on a small amount, there's no need to thaw. The problems above
discuss that the thumb can only cause a problem when there is too much of it. If you need to thaw, it is important to remember that thaw can be harmful. Thaw tears and grab dormant peat. This can affect his ability to recover, especially after a harsh winter. The use of power equipment to thaw can bring
up weeds. These weeds can then infiltrate your lawn. If you thaw excessively, or when not needed, it will eventually cause more harm than good. Anyway, you can always turn to professionals when it comes to lawn maintenance. We at Earth Development can help you make your home area look good
with all kinds of individual solutions for landscape renovation, lawn maintenance, and more. Contact Us Now! Page 2 Knowing what to ask landscape contractors is so important for any company that professionals want to hire to maintain their outdoor space. Whether you have a large lawn or a courtyard,
expert landscaping limits and garden maintaining specialists offer an extremely valuable service – but it's so important to choose the right company. Whether you're looking for simple lawn maintenance and care or full landscaping services that keep your commercial building's garden looking good
throughout the year, remember to ask these eight questions before hiring a contractor. How scope gives your company experience? The first thing to consider is experience. While new contractors may be perfectly capable of doing the job, trust long-established local professionals ensure you have the
best possible service from someone who really knows what they're doing. It's something we value at Earth Development. We have decades of experience providing businesses with access to a variety of outdoor maintenance services, and we are proud to connect businesses across the Midwest and
beyond with experienced local lawn maintenance and landscaping professionals. So, always ask a potential contractor... how much experience do you have? Are you certified? Before hiring a landscaping contractor, you should also ask if they are certified. A company with certificates and qualifications
will always tell you about them. Any contractor who knows the value of these certifications will on your website, or present it at your request. Offer. always important to make sure you are dealing with trusted, qualified professionals. Companies that are qualified will use best practices to deliver top results



for your garden while never jeopardizeing your property. Asking this simple question is a valuable investment for your business. Do you have a portfolio? As you want to have a service with any other professional offer, always ask you to see if a contractor has a portfolio of work that you can see. You can
even ask if they're working with some well-known customers, whose features you may have seen in your local region. On Earth Development, for example, we offer lawn maintenance and care for big-name companies, including Target, Walmart, CVS, and The Home Depot. We are proud to tell potential
customers about our work with these companies, and always eager to show you what we can do for your commercial building's outdoor space. Examine a portfolio of work and look for similar gardens to yours, and make sure you're happy with the quality of work you see. Are you sending in design plans?
If a contractor offers a scaled-down design plan, you know you're talking to the right person. It's a colored drawing of your garden, courtyard, or other outdoor space that includes the changes that are either recommended by the landscape expert or requested by you. A design plan describes the changes
that can be made, or improvements to your lawn and flower beds, to deliver something that truly depicts your commercial property in the best light. When you see a design plan, you know you're dealing with a professional. What does customer support look like? If a company performs regular lawn care
and maintenance or attends your property in the months in the run-up to spring, you'll want to make sure you can easily make contact with the team. Ask a contractor how their customer and technical support is, and always go for the most responsive team. Good contractors care about your ability to reach
out and ask questions when you should. Are you fully insured? When someone performs maintenance work on your property, whether it's simple lawn maintenance, or more extensive stone replacement and landscaping work, it poses a risk of harm. Reliable and reliable contractors are fully insured for
any damages that may occur or injuries that may occur on the property during that work. To protect yourself, you should always inquire about a contractor's insurance. For the record, at Earth Development, our teams of contractors throughout the Midwest and beyond are all fully secured. We never deploy
a team without it! Do you offer warranties? Good landscape contractors also offer guarantees for their services. This will vary depending on the company you choose, but you should always expect clarity on this problem. Make you know what is and are not covered before moving forward with the
contractor, and ensure that you know the duration of the coverage they offer. Transparency is key, and good landscape contractors are always transparent with you! Will I have a dedicated contact? Finally, always be sure to ask if you will have a dedicated contact and specific contractor working on your
project. Knowing who works on your outdoor space is important for many reasons, from establishing a trust relationship to knowing what to expect every week. Ask your contractor if the team alternates, or one person (or one particular team) will work on your garden throughout the season. Conclusion
Now we've talked about how to hire a landscape contractor, we want to tell you more about the incredible work we're doing at Earth Development. With years of experience in commercial landscape in Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and beyond, we're confident we can offer everything you need and more.
With excellent customer service, transparency, reliability and an eye for detail, our teams can keep your commercial premises fantastic all year long. To find out more about our lawn care and landscaping services in the Midwest, and how we can save your business a whole load of problem, don't hesitate
to call today. We will start with a free consultation and no-obligation quote, and go from there! There are real benefits to landscape design that every business should consider. Remember, commercial landscape isn't just about finding nice plants to put in your garden – it's about presenting your brand and
company in the best possible light. Whether you own a commercial office block, a school or even a lawyer's office, your outdoor space represents your brand as much as your offices indoors. At Earth Development, we know this is important, which is why we offer a variety of lawn maintenance and
landscaping services designed to make maintaining your garden or courtyard easy. With our professional landscape services throughout the Midwest and beyond, we make wonderful gardens easier, more affordable and more accessible than ever. And here are seven reasons why we think you'll love
what we do. Real Estate Value Increase Maintaining or even increasing your property value is one of the best benefits of landscape. Something seemingly as simple as maintaining an attractive yard can significantly increase the value of your property - which is especially important for a business. Your
property is an asset, and maintaining or increasing the value of that asset allows you to upgrade or even make a profit in the future. According to research from Virginia Tech, using professional landscape limits on your property can increase the value of your property by as much as 12%. With the help of
expert contractors from Earth Development, you can easily mow your lawn while also potentially raising value over time. Reduced Reduced Utility costs did you know that proper landscaping and lawn maintenance services can reduce your company's utility costs? Really, it can! Professional landscape
contractors of Earth Development can take measures to ensure your lawn irrigation systems don't waste water and cost you money while also cleverly trimming and positioning trees to provide protection against the sun. Using trees to provide shade helps you save money on air conditioning costs in the
summer. There are many smart tricks that can be done with your garden, and many ways we Earth Development landscape experts can help cut your utility costs. Keeping you up to code our landscape experts are familiar with all state and federal laws that impact your business. Whether it's an access
problem related to enrollment and ramps, or regulations that dictate tree heights, our experts can help you stay on top of the regulations and avoid penalties. You might not even be aware of half the rules affecting your business and your outdoor space, so why not leave it up to our team to handle
everything for you? Maintaining Curbs and Walls As part of our landscape services, we also help you stay on top of your curbs, paving stones, and walls. Our team will carry out a full assessment of your outdoor space and set the repair or replacement of stones that could pose a risk to people using
space. Before we start a landscape project, we will walk you through all the options available to you and make our recommendations. Our contractors can maintain walls, curbs and various stone features in your garden, not only to ensure that people using your outdoor space are safe, but that your garden
also looks attractive. Creating a functional space An often overlooked part of commercial landscape is the creation of functional outdoor space. Beyond weed and lawn interview, which we also offer, our teams of local experts will work with you to create an outdoor space that benefits your business.
Whether it's a seat for your customers and customers, or a safe and nice walkway connecting two parts of your property, our landscape experts can help you create the perfect functional space. Keeping on top of maintenance hires the help of landscape experts helps you keep on top of maintenance and
avoid expensive projects in the future. Through regular lawn maintenance, parking lot wipes, stone preservation, and pest management, you will keep your outdoor space in good condition and avoid a build-up of problems that are only worse the longer you leave them. Our teams can help prevent the
spread of fungi on your lawns, keep regular supervision to keep your lawns lush and thick, and ensure the soil is not bent with water. Not only does it maintain you 's value and deliver several other benefits discussed in this piece, but it ultimately saves you time and money avoid the total deterioration of
your garden or courtyard. We'll save you time Maybe one of the most important landscape design benefits you need to know is how you can save time and money with our services. Not only does Earth Development offer the expertise of local landscape experts at affordable and competitive rates, but we
also take the whole project off your hands. From weed control and fertilizer to pruning, lawn thawing, and pest management, we handle absolutely everything you need. From starters in winter we can set up proper maintenance plans, and throughout spring and summer maintain your lawn and gardens to
the highest possible standards. Why waste your time gardening when experts can handle everything for you? Conclusion We think these are all good reasons why you should hire a landscape designer, but it is by no means a conclusive list. There are environmental benefits of landscaping, including
steps you can take to include native plants and wildlife in your outdoor space. And, the health benefits of landscape are often overlooked too! A pleasant, attractive and functional outdoor space is fantastic for you and your employees, offering a relaxing space where business can be done or breaks can
be taken. There's so much to consider when it comes to commercial landscape, and at Earth Development, we're not looking over a thing. From competitively priced landscape renovation to parking lot wipes and lawn maintenance, we do it all. Businesses throughout the Midwest and beyond are already
counting on our teams for big-free and regular lawn maintenance and landscaping - so what are you waiting for? Call the team today and get a free quote and consultation! Consultation!
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